Faculty Curriculum Committee Meeting

Agenda: March 15, 2019

2018-2019 Committee Members and Regular Guests
Chad Galuska (Chair), Andrew Przeworski (Secretary), Thomas Carroll, Allison Foley, Kameelah Martin, Nenad Radakovic, Kathleen Rogers, Wayne Smith, Gabriel Williams, Mary Bergstrom, Divya Bhati, Franklin Czwazka, Julie Dahl, Lynne Ford, Megan Gould, Jerry Mackeldon

Location: Stern 201

Guests
- Ghazi Abuhakema, Middle Eastern and Islamic World Studies, abuhakemag@cofc.edu
- Barbara Beckingham, Geology, beckinghamba@cofc.edu
- Tim Callahan, Geology, callahan@cofc.edu
- Graeme Coetzer, Professional Studies, coetzergh@cofc.edu
- Claire Curtis, Political Science, curtisc@cofc.edu
- Irina Erman, Russian Studies, ermanim@cofc.edu
- Jose Gavidia, Supply Chain and Information Management, gavidiaj@cofc.edu
- Godfrey Gibbison, Professional Studies, gibbisonga@cofc.edu
- Anthony Greene, African American Studies, greenead@cofc.edu
- Mary Beth Heston, Art and Architectural History, hestonm@cofc.edu
- Heath Hoffmann, Sociology, hoffmannh@cofc.edu
- Elizabeth Meyer-Bernstein, Honors College, meyerbernsteine@cofc.edu
- Shawn Morrison, Languages, Cultures, and World Affairs, morrisonsh@cofc.edu
- Sarah Owens, First Year Experience, owenss@cofc.edu
- Malte Pehl, International Studies, pehlm@cofc.edu
- Hector Qirko, Sociology and Anthropology, qirkoh@cofc.edu
- William Russell, English, russellw@cofc.edu
- RoxAnn Stalvey, Computer Science, stalveyr@cofc.edu
- Blake Stevens, Music, stevensb@cofc.edu
- David Templeton, Music, templendon@cofc.edu
- Jeffrey Triblehorn, Neuroscience, triblehornj@cofc.edu
- Laura Turner, Performing Arts, turnerl@cofc.edu
- Allison Welch, Environmental and Sustainability Studies, welcha@cofc.edu
- Elaine Worzala, Finance, worzalaem@cofc.edu
- Henry Yu Xie, Marketing and International Business, xiey@cofc.edu

Old Business

1) Approve minutes from February 15 and March 8, 2019 meetings
2) Formal approval of proposals conditionally approved at March 8 meeting
   a) AAST (Greene): New courses: AAST 355, 380. Course change: AAST 395
New Business

3) Chair’s Report
4) Curriculum Proposals Review and Vote

a) **THTR** (Turner): Course changes: THTR 320, 421, 422.
b) **NSCI** (Galuska, Triblehorn) Minor change.
c) **FYEX** (Owens): New course: FYEX 101.
f) **GEOL** (Beckingham, Callahan): New courses: GEOL 239, 339: Major changes: BA-GEOL, BS-GEOL.
g) **MUSC** (Stevens, Templeton). New courses: MUSC 225, 241. Course change: MUSC 240.
h) **SCIM** (Gavidia): Course change: SCIM 333. Major change: BS-SCIM.
i) **SOCY** (Hoffman): Course changes: SOCY 260, 390. Major change: BS-SOCY.
k) **INTB** (Xie): Major change: BS-INTB.
l) **MKTG** (Xie): Major change: BS-MKTG.
m) **INFS** (Stalvey). Minor change: INFS minor.
n) **ASST** (Abuhakema, Morrison): Minor change.
o) **MEIW** (Abuhakema): Minor change.
p) **ANTH** (Qirko): Course changes: ANTH 493, 494.
r) **INTL** (Pehl): Program changes: BA-INTL, BA-INTL-INAF, BA-INTL-INAS, BA-INTL-INEU, BA-INTL-INCL, BA-INTL-INA, MINOR-INST.
s) **FINC/REAL** (Worzala): Course change: Change REAL 380 to FINC 380. Program changes: BS-FINC, BS-BADM-REAL. Minor change: REAL minor.
t) **ENGL** (Russell): New courses: ENGL 300, 373. Program changes: BA-ENGL, BA-ENGL-ENCW, BA-EDEN, BA-ENGL-EWRP. New concentration: BA-ENGL-ELFC.
v) **MEDH** (Rogers): New courses: MEDH 200, 400, 495. New minor: MEDH.

Upcoming Business

- **Next FCC Meeting**: TBD once 2019-2020 committee is established.